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Abstract
In this paper, decision{feedback di erential detection (DF{DD) of M {ary di erential
phase{shift keying (MDPSK) signals, which has been introduced previously for the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel by Leib et al. [1] and Edbauer [2], is extended
to at Rayleigh fading channels. The corresponding DF{DD metric is derived from the
multiple{symbol detection (MSD) metric and for genie{aided DF{DD an exact expression for the bit error rate (BER) of QDPSK (M = 4) is calculated. Furthermore, the
dependence of BER on the power spectrum of the fading process is investigated for feedback lters of in nite order. It is shown that in this case, for ideally bandlimited fading
processes the error oor of conventional di erential detection (DD) can be removed entirely. Simulation results con rm that both, MSD and DF{DD with feedback lters of
nite order can reduce the error oor of conventional DD signi cantly. Thereby, DF{DD
causes considerably less computational load.
Index Terms{Di erential detection, M {ary DPSK, Rayleigh channels, at fading, decision{
feedback.
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1 Introduction
It is well known, that di erential detection (DD) of M {ary di erential phase{shift keying (MDPSK) is attractive for at fading environments since it is very robust and does
not require carrier phase tracking. However, performance of conventional DD in at fading channels is limited by an error oor if the fading bandwidth Bf is larger than zero,
i.e., if the autocorrelation function of the fading process is not a constant [3]. Divsalar
et al. have introduced multiple{symbol detection (MSD) of MDPSK signals transmitted
over the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel [4]. The same authors [5] and
Ho et al. [6] have extended MSD to fading channels. The main disadvantage of MSD is its
high complexity. For the AWGN channel, Leib et al. [1] and Edbauer [2] proposed simple
decision{feedback di erential detection (DF{DD) techniques which provide a good performance at a very low computational complexity. Adachi et al. showed in [7] that these
schemes are identical and can be derived from MSD by introducing decision{feedback symbols into the MSD metric. Motivated by this result we extend DF{DD to Rayleigh fading
channels. It will be shown that for such channels, DF{DD is a very e ective method to
reduce the error oor of conventional DD. In contrast to other detection schemes proposed
for Rayleigh fading (see e.g. [8, 9, 10, 11]) our technique does not apply oversampling or
sequence estimation.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the transmission model is presented
and in Section 3 the metric of DF{DD for Rayleigh fading channels is derived. In Section
4, the bit error rate (BER) of QDPSK (M = 4) for genie{aided DF-DD is calculated and
in Section 5, the relation of DF{DD to linear prediction is investigated and an alternative
expression for BER is given. Then, in Section 6 the limiting performance of the receiver
for an in nite number of feedback symbols is discussed. Simulation results are given in
Section 7 and some conclusions are drawn in Section 8.

2 Transmission Model
Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the transmission model under consideration. For simplicity, all signals are represented by their complex{valued baseband equivalents. The
M +) j 2 f0; 1; : : : ; M , 1gg,  2
MDPSK symbols are denoted by a[k] 2 A =4 fej( 2
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f0; M g, and the corresponding di erentially encoded MPSK symbols b[k] are given by
b[k ] = a[k ]b[k , 1]; k 2 Z:
(1)
Both, transmitter lter Ht (f ) and receiver lter Hr (f ), have square{root Nyquist characteristic. Hence, no intersymbol interference occurs as long as the time{continuous fading
process fc(t) with equivalent one{sided bandwidth Bf does not change signi cantly during the symbol interval T . In this paper, we assume that this condition is ful lled for
Bf T  0:03. Thus, we assume that the samples r[k ] of the received signal r(t) can be
written as
r[k ] = r(kT ) = f [k ]b[k ] + n[k ];
(2)
where the fading process f [] and the noise process n[] are correlated and uncorrelated
zero mean complex Gaussian random processes, respectively. Furthermore, n[] and f []
are assumed to be mutually uncorrelated. Due to an appropriate normalization, f [k] and
n[k ] have variance f2 = Efjf [k ]j2 g = 1 and n2 = Efjn[k ]j2 g = NEs0 . Here, Efg denotes
expectation and Es is the mean received energy per symbol, whereas N0 is the one{sided
power spectral density of the underlying passband noise process. At the receiver, the
estimated symbols a^[k] are determined by DF{DD.

3 Derivation of the DF{DD Metric for Rayleigh Fading Channels
In this section, the DF{DD metric for Rayleigh fading channels is derived. Since the
proposed DF{DD metric is based on the optimum MSD metric, we rst consider MSD.
For MSD, observation intervals of length NT , N > 1, have to be introduced and the
vector rk =4 [r[k]; r[k , 1]; : : : ; r[k , N + 1]]T , where []T denotes the transpose of a
vector, may be written in the form

rk = B k f k + nk ;

(3)

B k =4 diagfb[k]; b[k , 1]; : : : ; b[k , N + 1]g;
nk =4 [n[k]; n[k , 1]; : : : ; n[k , N + 1]]T ;
f k =4 [f [k]; f [k , 1]; : : : ; f [k , N + 1]]T ;

(4)
(5)
(6)

where the de nitions
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are used. Here, the notation diagfx1; x2; : : : ; xLg stands for an L  L diagonal matrix
with diagonal elements x , 1    L. Since rk is the sum of two zero mean Gaussian
random vector processes, the conditional probability density function (pdf) p(rk jak ) of
rk for the transmitted symbol vector ak =4 [a[k]; a[k , 1]; : : : ; a[k , N + 2]]T is [9, 12]
1 e,rHk R,a 1rk ;
p(r ja ) =
(7)
k

k

 N jRaj

where []H and j  j denote the Hermitian transpose and the determinant of a matrix,
respectively, and Ra is the N  N (conditional) autocorrelation matrix of rk
Using the notation

Ra can be written as

Ra = Efrk rHk jak g:

(8)

Rf =4 Eff k f Hk g;

(9)

Ra = B k Rf B Hk + n2 I ;
(10)
where I is the N N identity matrix. Note, that p(r k jak ) does not depend on the absolute
phase of bk =4 [b[k]; b[k , 1]; : : : ; b[k , N + 1]]T , cf. Eqs. (7), (10). Thus, by exploiting
Eq. (7) it is only possible to decide upon ak but not upon bk . The maximum{likelihood
decision for ak corresponding to MSD can be obtained by maximizing p(rk jak ). This is
equivalent to the maximization of the metric

 = ,r Hk R,a 1 r k , ln jRa j:

(11)

Note, that the same result was derived in [5] and [6]1. In contrast to [5] and [6], we
transform the metric of Eq. (11) into a simpler form and use it for derivation of the
DF{DD metric. Because of the relation B k B Hk = I , Ra can be expressed as

Ra = B k (Rf + n2 I )B Hk =4 B k RBHk :

(12)

Thus, the determinant of Ra may be rewritten as

jRaj = jBk jjRjjBHk j = jBk jjRjjBk jH = jRj;

(13)

The metric in [5] and [6] is  = , 21 rHk R,a 1 rk , ln jRa j. A comparison with Eq. (11) shows that there
is an additional factor 21 . This is due to the di erent de nition of expectation used in [5] and [6]. There
Ra =4 21 Efrk rHk jak g is used, whereas we use the de nition according to Eq. (8).
1
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and therefore is independent of the transmitted symbol sequence. Using this in addition
to Eq. (12) and BHk = B ,k 1, the MSD metric of Eq. (11) can be simpli ed to
 0 = ,r Hk B k R,1 B Hk r k :

(14)

Since the negative correlation matrix ,R is Hermitian, its inverse T has the same property
[13]. Thus, it is possible to express T by
2
3
t
t
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where t  = t  holds for 0  ;   N , 1 (() denotes complex conjugation). By
applying Eq. (15), Eq. (14) can be rewritten as
0 =

=

XX

N ,1 N ,1

t  b[k ,  ]b[k , ]r [k ,  ]r[k , ]

 =0 =0
N ,1
t  b
 =0

X

j [k ,  ]j2jr[k ,  ]j2

8N ,1 N ,1
9
Y
,1
<X X
=
+2Re :
t  r[k , ]r [k ,  ] a[k , j ]; ;
 =0 = +1
j =

(16)

where Eq. (1) has been used. Since the result of the rst sum in Eq. (16) is common to all
transmitted symbol vectors ak , the estimated symbol vector a^k =4 [^a[k]; ^a[k ,1]; : : : ; a^[k ,
N + 2]]T , ^a[] 2 A , is determined by
99
8 8N ,1 N ,1
Y
,1
==
< <X X
t  r[k , ]r [k ,  ] a~[k , j ];; ;
(17)
a^k = argmax :Re :
a~k
 =0 = +1
j =
where in comparison to Eq. (16) the vector ak of unknown transmitted symbols is replaced by the vector of trial symbols a~k =4 [~a[k]; a~[k , 1]; : : : ; a~[k , N +2]]T , a~[] 2 A and
x^ = argmax fy(~x)g denotes the vector x~ = x^ that maximizes y(~x). For determination

x~

of a^k it is necessary to calculate M N ,1 metrics. This corresponds to M N ,1=(N , 1) metric calculations per symbol decision, i.e., computational complexity grows exponentially
with N . Although these metric calculations can be considerably simpli ed by using an
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algorithm developed by Mackenthun [18] (see also [19], Chapter 7), a simpler and more
ecient way to reduce complexity is to insert decision{feedback symbols a^[k ,  ] instead
of trial symbols a~[k ,  ] in Eq. (17) for all but the kth symbol a~[k], i.e., for 1    N , 2.
Thereby, instead of block decisions, symbol{by{symbol decisions result. Doing this, and
omitting all summands which depend exclusively on decision{feedback symbols and thus
do not in uence the decision, Eq. (17) may be transformed by some straightforward manipulations into
8 8
0N ,1
199
Y
,1
< <
==
X
a^[k ] = argmax :Re :a~ [k ]r[k ] @ t0  r[k ,  ] a^[k , j ]A ;; ;
(18)
a~[k]
 =1
j =1
which is the DF{DD decision rule. Note, that as stated above a decision is now made
4
only upon one single symbol. For simplicity, in the following we use the notation t =
t0  ,
0    N , 1.
If the normalized fading bandwidth Bf T is zero, the autocorrelation function (ACF) of
4
the fading process is Rf [] =
Eff [k + ]f [k]g = f2 = 1, 8. It can be shown easily from
Eqs. (12) and (15) that in this case, for a given n2 , t = t holds for 1  ;   N , 1.
This means, that for DF{DD, the decision rules for Rayleigh fading with Bf T = 0 and
for AWGN are identical (cf. Eq. (11) of [1] or Eq. (12) of [2]). For Bf T > 0, however,
Rf [] is not constant 8  and thus, in general, t 6= t for  6= , 1  ;   N , 1,
and hence, the DF{DD metric for Rayleigh fading is di erent from that for AWGN.
Fig. 2 illustrates the behaviour of the conveniently normalized DF{DD metric coecients
p = e2t , 1    N , 1, for N = 3 and N = 4. The meaning of p and e2 will be
explained in Section 52. Here, a QDPSK (M = 4) constellation, i.e., n2 = 2NE0b (Eb is the
mean received energy per bit), and Jakes fading model [14], i.e.,
Rf [] = f2 J0 (2Bf T );

8;

(19)

are assumed; J0() denotes the zeroth order Bessel function of the rst kind. Fig. 2a)
shows that for Bf T = 0:0075, t  t,  6= , 1  ;   N , 1, holds only at low Eb =N0
ratios, where the channel noise is the performance limiting factor. Fig. 2b) indicates that
for Bf T = 0, t = t, 1  ;   N , 1, for a given Eb =N0 ratio.
Note, that all t , 1    N , 1, are multiplied by the same real factor e2 , whose magnitude is not
of interest in this section.
2
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Another interesting special case is N = 2 and t01 = t1 2 R . Here, both, MSD and
DF{DD are equivalent to conventional DD for arbitrary fading bandwidths as can be seen
from Eqs. (17) and (18).
Eq. (18) allows a further simpli cation of the decision rule. The complex plane may
be divided into M sectors and then a^[k] is determined uniquely by the sector into which
the complex number
0N ,1
1
Y
,1
X
4
g [k ] = r[k ] @ t r[k ,  ] a^[k , j ]A
(20)
 =1

j =1

falls. This means, instead of computing M N ,1=(N , 1) MSD metrics, we only have to
calculate a single complex number, namely g[k]. The corresponding structure is shown in
Fig. 3, where the coecients of the applied FIR feedback lter are given by the metric
coecients t , 1    N , 1.
It is worth mentioning that the DF{DD scheme presented here could be easily extended
to Ricean fading. For this, the MSD metric according to Eq. (5) of [5] has to be used as
starting point instead of the metric according to Eq. (11) of this paper. For derivation
of the DF{DD metric again the trial symbols a~[k ,  ], 1    N , 1, have to be
replaced by feedback symbols a^[k ,  ], 1    N , 1. However, the resulting metric is
more complicated than that for Rayleigh fading and it is not possible to derive a simple
feedback lter structure. Thus, a closed{form performance analysis for the DF{DD metric
for Ricean fading seems to be not feasable. Therefore, we restrict ourselves to the Rayleigh
fading case.

4 BER of QDPSK for Genie{Aided DF{DD
In this section, we derive an expression for the BER for genie{aided DF{DD (i.e., it is
assumed that all feedback symbols are correct) of QDPSK (M = 4). For this case, closed{
form results can be obtained; furthermore, it applies to many existing systems, like the
United States Digital Cellular (IS{54, IS{136) and the Japanese Digital Cellular (PDC)
[15]. In order to simplify the derivation of BER,  = =M = =4 is assumed. Note, that
ampli er nonlinearities are not taken into account and thus, the BERs for  = =4 and
 = 0 are the same. Our analysis follows essentially [2], however, here a Rayleigh fading
channel is considered instead of an AWGN channel.
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Since the BER does not depend on the transmitted symbol, it is assumed without loss
of generality that a[k] = ej=4 is transmitted. In this case, no symbol error occurs if the
decision variable g[k] (cf. Eq. (20)) falls into the 1st quadrant. The probability that g[k]
is located in the 2nd, 3rd and 4th quadrant is denoted by P2, P3 and P4, respectively. For
Gray mapping only one bit error occurs if g[k] falls into the 2nd or 4th quadrant and, in
addition, P2 = P4 because of symmetry. If g[k] falls into the 3rd quadrant, two bit errors
occur. Thus, the BER is given by
1
Pb = (P2 + P4 ) + P3 = P2 + P3 :
(21)
2
This corresponds to
Pb = PrfRefg [k ]g < 0g = Prfd[k ] < 0g;
(22)
where

4
4
d[k ] =
g [k ] + g  [k ] =
Cx[k ]y [k ] + C x [k ]y [k ]

(23)

is a special case of the quadratic form of Eq. (4B.1) of [16]. By using Eqs. (1) and (2),
Eq. (20) may be rewritten as
!
NX
,1
4
g [k ] = a[k ](f [k ] + b[k ]n[k ])
t (f [k ,  ] + b[k ,  ]n[k ,  ]) ;
(24)
 =1

where because of the assumption of genie{aiding, a^[k ,  ] = a[k ,  ], 1    N , 2,
has been used. A comparison of Eqs. (23) and (24) shows that C , x[k] and y[k] can be
de ned as

4
C =
a[k ] = ej 4 ;

4
x[k ] =
f [k ] + n0 [k ];

,1
4 NX
y [k ] =
t (f [k ,  ] + n0 [k ,  ]);
 =1

with the notation

4 
n0 [k ] =
b [k ]n[k ]:

(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)

Here, n0[] is a zero mean white Gaussian random process with variance n2 like n[]. For
the following, the ACF of the process f [] + n0[], denoted by R[], is introduced:
R[] = Rf [] + n2  [];

(29)
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where [] is the unit pulse sequence, i.e., [0] = 1, [] = 0,  6= 0. Note, that the process
f [] + n[] has the same ACF like f [] + n0[]. If the BER expression of Eq. (4B.21) of [16]
is adapted to the problem at hand,
Pb =

v1

(30)

v1 + v2

results, with the following de nitions:
s
1
4
v1 = w 2 +
, w;
xx yy , jxy j2
s
1
4
v2 = w 2 +
+ w;
xx yy , jxy j2
Cxy + C xy
4
w =
2(xxyy , jxy j2) ;
4
xx =
Efjx[k]j2g = R[0] = f2 + n2 ;
NX
,1
4
xy =
Efx[k]y[k]g = t R[ ];
4
yy =

Efjy[k]j2g =

 =1
N ,1 N ,1

XX

 =1 =1

t t R[ ,  ]:

(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)
(36)

Interestingly, the BER for DF{DD of QDPSK depends only on the rst N samples
R[0]; R[1]; : : : ; R[N , 1] of the ACF of the process f [] + n0 [] (cf. Eqs. (34), (35), (36)).
For N = 2, t1 2 R, Eq. (30) gives the BER for conventional DD of QDPSK for at
Rayleigh fading (cf. e.g. [17]). Note, that our results for BER are valid for an arbitrary
fading spectrum and arbitrary feedback lter (metric) coecients t , 1    N , 1,
i.e., they are also valid for suboptimum coecients, which are not chosen according to
Eq. (15). This will be used in Section 7.
Fig. 4 shows BER vs. 10 log10(Eb=N0) for conventional DD and genie{aided DF{DD
of QDPSK for Bf T = 0:0075 and Bf T = 0:03. Jakes fading model is used (cf. Eq. (19))
and the feedback lter coecients t , 1    N , 1, are calculated from Eq. (15). It is
obvious that an increase of the observation interval NT improves the receiver performance
especially at high Eb=N0 ratios signi cantly. For 10 log 10(Eb=N0 ) < 60 dB there is no error
oor if N exceeds 2 and 3 for Bf T = 0:0075 and Bf T = 0:03, respectively.
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5 Relation of DF{DD to Linear Prediction and an
Alternative Expression for BER
In this section, we show that the DF{DD receiver for Rayleigh fading contains a linear
predictor and we derive an alternative expression for BER. This expression is useful for
calculation of the error oor caused by DF{DD and it will be used in the next section to
evaluate the limiting performance of our receiver. For derivation of the new expression
for BER, we invoke linear prediction theory. First we note, that the coecients p of a
linear FIR predictor of order N , 1 for the process f [] + n0[] can be determined from
[13]
2 23
2
3 66 e 77
6 7
R 64 1  75 = 666 0.. 777 ;
(37)
,p
64 . 75
0
where the vector of the prediction lter coecients is de ned as

p =4 [p1; p2; : : : ; pN ,1]T ;

(38)

and e2 is the variance of the prediction error. Note, that R is de ned in Eq. (12). From
Eq. (37) it follows, that t0 = t0 0 and the optimum feedback lter coecients t = t0  ,
1    N , 1, according to Eq. (15) can be expressed by p and e2:
1
(39)
t = , ;
0

t

e2
= p2 ;
e

1    N , 1:

Using Eq. (40) in addition to the well{known relations [13]
NX
,1
p R[ ];
e2 = R[0] ,
e2 = R[0] ,

 =1
N ,1 N ,1

XX

 =1 =1

p p R[ ,  ];

(40)
(41)
(42)

Eqs. (35) and (36) may be rewritten as

f2 + n2 , e2
;
e2
f2 + n2 , e2
=
:
e4

xy =

(43)

yy

(44)
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By applying Eqs. (34), (43) and (44) to Eqs. (31) { (33), Eq. (30) can be simpli ed to
0 v
1
u
2 + 2 , 2
u

1
Pb = @1 , t f2 n2 e2 A ;
(45)
2
f + n + e
i.e., BER depends exclusively on f2, n2 and the prediction{error variance e2 caused by
the (N , 1)st order predictor for the process f [] + n0[].
Eq. (45) clearly shows that Pb > 0 for e2 > 0 even in the absence of noise (n2 = 0),
i.e., in this case there is an irreducible error oor. From Eqs. (37), (41) and (42) it can
be seen that e2 depends only on the rst N samples of the fading ACF if n2 = 0. Thus,
because of Eq. (45), the error oor caused by DF{DD also depends only on the rst N
samples of the fading ACF. For n2 = 0, Figs. 5a) and 5b) show, respectively, e2 and BER
vs. N for Bf T = 0:0075 and Bf T = 0:03. Again, Jakes fading model is used. Note, that
for the special case N = 1, the results e2 = f2 (= 1 because of normalization) and Pb = 21
are obtained immediately. Both, e2 and Pb decrease with increasing N . Note, that for
a given N the error oor of the proposed DF{DD receiver for MDPSK is lower for the
smaller fading bandwidth.
The feedback lter coecients t , 1    N , 1, are essentially equal to the linear
predictor coecients for the process f [] + n0[] (cf. Eq. (40)). A prediction{based coherent receiver with similar coecients has been proposed for QDPSK [20] by Svensson.
The scheme in [20] is only formulated for M = 4 but could also be extended to M 6= 4.
However, corresponding to the principle of coherent detection the receiver in [20] determines an estimate ^b[k] for the MPSK symbol b[k] and then calculates a^[k] by inverting
di erential encoding (^a[k] = ^b[k]^b[k , 1]). Corresponding to the principle of noncoherent
(di erential) detection the DF{DD receiver proposed here directly estimates the MDPSK
symbol a[k]. In [20], MPSK decision{feedback symbols ^b[] are used instead of MDPSK
decision{feedback symbols a^[]. Moreover, it is mentioned in [20] that initially at least
one known symbol has to be transmitted. This is not necessary here, since our feedback
lter only needs MDPSK symbols and thus, for detection of the rst N , 1 symbols a
conventional di erential detector could be used. Finally, the resulting lter in [20] is
time{variant, whereas the DF{DD feedback lter is time{invariant.
In the DF{DD scheme for AWGN channels the FIR feedback lter might be replaced
by a one{tap IIR feedback lter [21]. Motivated by this, for Rayleigh fading we could
also replace the FIR feedback lter by an IIR lter, i.e., essentially an IIR predictor for
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the process f [] + n0[] would have to be designed. However, an IIR predictor only o ers
an advantage if a moving average (MA) model of the process f [] + n0[] requires less
parameters than an autoregressive (AR) model [22]. Since for all commonly used fading
models f [] + n0[] is well approximated by an AR model of low order, we do not consider
IIR predictors here. The eciency of FIR predictors for the problem at hand is also
con rmed by Fig. 5a). Note, that even a rst order FIR predictor (N = 2) reduces e2
approximately by a factor of 50 and 1000 for Bf T = 0:03 and Bf T = 0:0075, respectively.
Hamamoto showed in [23] that a one{tap IIR feedback lter designed for the AWGN
case also provides a gain over conventional DD for Ricean fading if the lter coecient
is optimized. However, the results presented in [23] con rm that for Rayleigh fading (i.e.,
the Ricean factor is zero) = 0 (corresponding to conventional DD) is optimum, i.e., in
this case a one{tap IIR lter cannot improve conventional DD.

6 Performance in the Limit N ! 1
Now, we evaluate the limiting performance of DF-DD with error{free feedback for N !
1. Although such a receiver is not implementable, of course, it is interesting to know
the fundamental limits of DF{DD and how these limits depend on parameters of the
underlying fading process.
From Eq. (45) it can be seen that Pb becomes minimum for minimum e2  0. The
minimum prediction{error variance e;2 min is obtained for N ! 1 and given by [24, 25]:
1
0 1=(2T )
Z


log S (ej2fT ) df C
(46)
e;2 min = exp B
A;
@T
,1=(2T )

where the power spectral density S (ej2fT ) is the Fourier transform of the ACF R[]
(cf. Eq. (29)). Thus, S (ej2fT ) can be expressed as
S (ej 2fT ) = Sf (ej 2fT ) + n2 ;

(47)

where Sf (ej2fT ) denotes the power spectral density of the fading process.
In the sequel, we consider three special cases of Eqs. (45) and (46).
A. n2 = 0
In this case, e;2 min and Pb depend exclusively on the fading spectrum. According
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to [24, 25], e;2 min is equal to zero if Sf (ej2fT ) is zero over a noncountable set of
frequencies (i.e., over a line segment). Then, Pb = 0 follows from Eq. (45). This
means, for ideally bandlimited fading spectra (e.g. Jakes spectrum) there is no
irreducible error oor. Note, that a similar result is reported in [26] for continuous
phase modulation (CPM).
B. Bf ! 0
If the fading bandwidth Bf approaches zero, Rf [] is constant 8  and Sf (ej2fT ) is
given by
Sf (ej 2fT ) = f2 0(f );
jf j  1=(2T );
(48)
where 0() is the Dirac delta function [27]. In Appendix A, we demonstrate that in
this case e;2 min is equal to n2 . Thus, Pb is given by
1
0
1 B1 , r 1 C
C:
Pb = B
(49)
n2 A
2@
1 + 2 f2
This is exactly the same BER as obtained for coherent QPSK with perfect channel
state information [16]. This result is in perfect accordance with [2], where it was
shown that for the AWGN channel genie{aided DF{DD for N ! 1 yields the same
BER as coherent PSK, too. Note, that the BER of QDPSK with genie{aided DF{
DD is lower than that of QDPSK with coherent detection with perfect channel state
information. This is because error propagation is avoided by the genie.
C. Jakes Fading Model
To become more speci c, we assume the widely used fading model of Jakes [14]:
8 f2
>
< p
jf j < Bf
j 2fT
;
(50)
Sf (e
) = > T Bf2,f 2
:
0
Bf  jf j  21T
where Sf (ej2fT ) is the Fourier transform of Rf [] according to Eq. (19). It can be
shown (cf. Appendix B) that in this special case e;2 min is given by
2 !2Bf T
e

f
exp(2T I2);
(51)
e;2 min = n2
2B T 2
f

n

where e is the Euler number [27] and the constant I2 is de ned in Appendix B. As was
to be expected from Case B., for Bf ! 0 e;2 min approaches n2 (cf. Eqs. (51), (60)).
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Fig. 6 shows BER vs. 10 log10(Eb=N0 ) for QDPSK and di erent values of Bf T . As
can be seen, for Bf T = 0 genie{aided DF{DD performs as good as coherent QPSK
with perfect channel state information. As Bf T grows, BER increases and the slope
of the curves decreases. This clearly shows, that for Bf T > 0 a performance loss is
unavoidable in comparison to Bf T = 0 even for N ! 1. Since Sf (ej2fT ) is strictly
bandlimited (cf. Eq. (50)), no error oor can be observed as was to be expected from
Case A.

7 Simulation Results
For all simulation results presented in this section a QDPSK (M = 4) constellation is
assumed. Although the fading simulation program used here is based on Jakes model, the
generated fading process cannot be bandlimited. This is illustrated in Figs. 7a) and 7b)
for Bf T = 0:0075 and Bf T = 0:03, respectively. Like for any realizable fading process
the power spectral density of the simulated fading process does not vanish identically
for Bf  jf j  1=(2T ). This means, in contrast to the theoretical model there is an
irreducible error oor even for N ! 1. For n2 = 0, e;2 min for the simulated fading
processes can be determined from the spectra of Figs. 7a) and 7b) according to Eq. (46)
using numerical integration. The resulting irreducible error oor (cf. Eq. (45)) for genie{
aided DF{DD is Pb = 3:12  10,5 and Pb = 0:94  10,5 for Bf T = 0:0075 and Bf T = 0:03,
respectively.
In the sequel, for metric and BER calculations autocorrelation estimates R^f [], 0 
  N , 1, determined from samples of the simulated fading process, are used. In practice,
the fading process is not known at the receiver. However, this is not a major problem
since R[], 0    N , 1, can be directly estimated using the remodulated received signal
samples r[]b[]. For remodulation, either known pilot symbols b[] or decision feedback
symbols ^b[] can be used.
Fig. 8 shows the BER vs. 10 log10(Eb =N0) for MSD, DF{DD and genie{aided DF{DD
for N = 2; 3; 4 and Bf T = 0:0075 (R^f [0] = 1:0, R^f [1] = 0:9994, R^ f [2] = 0:9979, R^f [3] =
0:9953). The metric coecients t , 0  ;   N , 1, are determined from Eq. (15). For
comparison the BER for coherent detection (CD) of QDPSK with perfect channel state
information is given, too, because it represents a lower bound for (realizable) noncoherent
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detection schemes. It can be seen that the error oor for conventional DD (N = 2) is
reduced by both MSD and DF{DD for N = 3 and N = 4. DF{DD performs as good
as MSD, whereas genie{aided DF{DD even outperforms MSD. Obviously, the simulated
and calculated (denoted by `Theory') BERs for genie{aided DF{DD and conventional
DD are in good agreement. Feeding back previously decided symbols instead of error{free
symbols causes an increase of the BER by approximately a factor of two. At low Eb =N0
ratios, conventional DD performs almost as good as CD and no gain can be obtained by
enlargement of the observation interval N .
Fig. 9 compares genie{aided DF{DD using optimum and suboptimum feedback lter
(metric) coecients t for Bf T = 0:03 (R^ f [0] = 1:0, R^ f [1] = 0:9917, R^ f [2] = 0:9671,
R^ f [3] = 0:9267). If the suboptimum AWGN feedback lter (metric) coecients, i.e., t
= const., 1    N , 1, are used, the error oor increases with increasing N , whereas
it decreases signi cantly when the optimum feedback lter (metric) coecients according
to Eq. (15) are applied. Here, for DF{DD (N = 3 and N = 4) with optimum feedback
lter (metric) coecients the error oor is about 40 times lower than for conventional DD
(N = 2).

8 Conclusions
DF{DD of MDPSK signals transmitted over at Rayleigh fading channels has been introduced in this paper. The simple DF{DD decision rule has been derived from the optimum
MSD metric and it has been shown that the feedback lter is related to a linear Wiener
predictor. For genie{aided DF{DD, the exact BER for QDPSK transmission has been
calculated and it has been demonstrated that BER depends only on the variance of the
fading process, the variance of the noise process and the prediction{error variance. If
Bf approaches zero, QDPSK with genie{aided DF{DD has the same BER like coherent
QPSK if feedback lters of in nite order are applied. Furthermore, it has also been shown
that the error oor (i.e., BER for n2 = 0) caused by DF{DD depends exclusively on the
rst N samples of the ACF of the fading process; for N ! 1 a direct relation to the fading
spectrum exists. For ideally bandlimited fading processes the error oor of conventional
DD can be removed entirely if a feedback lter of in nite order is applied. Simulations
show that both, MSD and DF{DD with feedback lters of nite order can reduce the
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error oor caused by conventional DD signi cantly. While, in principle, complexity of
MSD grows exponentially with increasing observation interval NT , it only grows linearly
for DF{DD.
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Appendix A
In order to prove e;2 min = n2 for Bf ! 0, we approximate Sf (ej2fT ) (cf. Eq. (48)) by
Sf (ej 2fT ) = Blim
u (ej 2fT );
!0 Bf
f

with

(52)

8 2
>
< f
jf j < Bf :
uBf (ej 2fT ) = > 2Bf T
(53)
: 0 Bf  jf j  21T
Using this and the symmetry of S (ej2fT ) (cf. Eqs. (47), (53)), e;2 min from Eq. (46) can
be rewritten to
8 0 0 Bf
119
!
1=Z(2T )
>
>
Z
2
<
=
f
B
B
C
C
2
2
2
e;min = Blim
exp
2
T
log
+

d
f
+
log(

)
d
f
@
@
A
A
n
>
2Bf T n
f !0 >
:
;
0
Bf
!)
!
(
f2
2
2
= Blim
exp 2Bf T log 2B T + n + (1 , 2Bf T ) log(n )
f !0
f
2
= n;
(54)
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which is the expected result.

Appendix B
In this appendix, e;2 min is calculated for Jakes fading spectrum. Because of the symmetry
of S (ej2fT ) (cf. Eqs. (47), (50)), Eq. (46) may be rewritten to
0 0B 0
1
11
1=Z(2T )  
f
Z
2
B BB
B
CCC
rf  2 + n2 CCA df +
log n2 df C
e;2 min = exp B
@2T @ log B@
AA
0
Bf T 1 , Bff
Bf
0 0
11
BB B
C
CC
0
1
C
0
1
v
BB B
B
C
CC
B
B
!
u
f
f
2
Z B
Z B
B
C
u
C
q
f
1
B
B
C
C
CC
t
r  2 CA df + log @1 + q2 1 ,
= exp B
log B
A df C
@
C
CC
BB2T B
B
B
f
C
1 , Bff
0
0
C
B@ B
B
{z
}ACA
@|
{z
} |
4
4
= I1

 (n2 )1,2B T ;

=I2

(55)

f

where the de nitions q1 = Bff T and q2 = Bf fT2 n are used.
I1 can be evaluated by using the substitution cos ' = Bff ; this leads to
0 =2
1
=2
Z
Z
I1 = Bf B
@ log(q1) sin ' d' , log(sin ') sin ' d'CA :
2

2

0

0

(56)

R =2 log(sin ') sin ' d' = log(2) , 1 [28] we get
0
e 
I1 = Bf log q1 ;
(57)
2
where e is the Euler number [27]. For the calculation of I2 the substitution cos ' = Bff is
applied, too:
Z=2
I2 = Bf log(1 + q2 sin ') sin ' d':
(58)
Using the identity

0

In the following, we assume q2 < 1. This is not a strong restriction as long as Bf T is
small. Here, we assume Bf T  0:03, i.e., q2 < 1 requires n2 =f2 < 100=(3). This means
for QDPSK (M = 4, n2 = 2NE0b ) our assumption is justi ed for 10 log10(Eb=N0) > ,13:3
dB. Now the logarithm in Eq. (58) can be replaced by its Taylor series [28]:
Z=2X
1

(,1)+1 q2 (sin ')+1d'
I2 = Bf
0  =1
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1 (,q2) Z=2
X
(sin ')+1d':
= ,Bf

 =1

0

20
(59)

=2
Applying R (sin x),1dx = 2,2 B( 2 ; 2 ),  2 Z,  > 0 [28], where B(; ) is the Beta
0
function, Eq. (59) yields

1 (,q )
X
 
2 
I2 = ,Bf
2
B
+
1
; +1 :
(60)

2
2
 =1

By inserting I1 of Eq. (57) and I2 into Eq. (55), Eq. (51) can be obtained.
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Figure Captions:
Figure 1:

Block diagram of the transmission model.

Normalized metric coecients p = e2t vs. 10 log10(Eb =N0) for a QDPSK
constellation (M = 4) for Jakes fading model with normalized fading bandwidths a)
Bf T = 0:0075; b) Bf T = 0.
Figure 2:

Figure 3:

Structure of the DF{DD receiver.

BER of QDPSK vs. 10 log10(Eb=N0) for conventional DD (N = 2) and genie{
aided DF{DD (N = 3; 4) for Jakes fading model (Bf T = 0:0075 and Bf T = 0:03).

Figure 4:

a) Prediction{error variance e2 vs. the number of observation intervals N for
genie{aided DF{DD; b) BER for n2 = 0 (error oor) of QDPSK vs. N for genie{aided
DF{DD.
Figure 5:

BER vs. 10 log10(Eb =N0) for QPSK with coherent detection and QDPSK with
genie{aided DF{DD (N ! 1) for di erent fading bandwidths Bf . Jakes fading model is
assumed.
Figure 6:

Theoretical and simulated Jakes fading spectrum with bandwidths a) Bf T =
0:0075; b) Bf T = 0:03.

Figure 7:

BER of QDPSK vs. 10 log10(Eb=N0 ) for conventional DD (N = 2), DF{
DD, genie{aided DF{DD, MSD, and coherent detection (CD) with perfect channel state
information for Bf T = 0:0075.

Figure 8:

BER of QDPSK vs. 10 log10(Eb =N0) for conventional DD (N = 2), DF{DD
(optimum feedback lter (metric) coecients), genie{aided DF{DD (optimum and AWGN
feedback lter (metric) coecients), and CD with perfect channel state information for
Bf T = 0:03.
Figure 9:
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